Citizen Resolution # 100522
(For Hearing Officer completion)

Panfish limits

Due to greatly increased ice fishing pressure and the advanced technology all fisherman now have some lakes are being greatly overfished, larger fish are being removed at an alarming rate. There needs to be a lower limit of 10 panfish allowed per angler. This will help survival of larger breeding size fish. Many lakes are being over harvested and quality of fishing is going down, to protect resource for everyone the panfish limit should be lowered.

Would you support A lower limit of 10 panfish year-round
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.